NORNS (history as an endless loop), 2018

Mixed media installation, iPhones, silicone, tripods, video loops
Various dimensions, approx. 140 cm high

Work sample no. 1
Norns (history as an endless loop)
Camilla Edström Ödemark

Norns (history as an endless loop) is a mixed media installation: three selfiesticks
in skin-colored silicone and three Iphones, mounted on three metal tripods. Three
seemless loops are displayed on the phones, each of them referring to an old Western myth or symbol.
Loop 1: A dog chasing its tail. (Ourobouros)
Loop 2: A dung beetle rolling a ball of dung up a hill, eventually losing control
over the ball. The ball rolls down and the dung beetle goes after it and starts over.
(Sisophys)
Loop 3: A cat licking its reflection in the mirror. (Narcissos)

Work sample no. 1
Norns (history as an endless loop)
Camilla Edström Ödemark

Above: Still pictures from Narcissos.
The work Narcissos tells a story about a taxi ride from Copenhagen to Malmö, in a time of identity controls and mass departure. I
had forgotten my ID at home and had to pass the border by car in order to go through the thorough controls of the customs. The ride
over Öresund becames a reflection on how bodies are created and defined when passing borders, and how we use different passwords
and codes to include and exclude each other.

NARCISSOS, 2017

Video 10:03 min
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/205372466

Work sample no. 2
Narcissos
Camilla Edström Ödemark

ALIEN NATION, 2016

Video essay, 17:12 min
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/185302402
Large picture: Alien Nation installed at the exhibition Frontiers at studio17, Stavanger. Small pictures: Stills from Alien Nation.

Work sample no. 3
Alien Nation
Camilla Edström Ödemark

The work Alien Nation draws parallells between seemingly separate historic events, stories of science fiction
movies and conspiracy theories regarding UFO:s and
extraterrestrial invasion. By inserting them in a colonial
story I try to understand how the Western identity and
self-image is established and maintained through myths
about the unknown.

Work sample no. 3
Alien Nation
Camilla Edström Ödemark

Above: Closed Counters as it was exhibited in my solo show Frontiers (2016) at studio17, Stavanger. ”Closed Encounters” is based
on the three first Alien movies, displayed side by side. The original movies are edited to only show the scenes where the main character Ellen Ripley is confronted with the monstrous alien. Ripley’s expressions are completely in focus, and the object for her reactions
is never seen on screen. All three video portrays are muted and looped and display Ripley´s facial expressions that reveals awe, fear
and hatred.

CLOSED ENCOUNTERS, 2016

Video-triptyk, loop
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/168183408
Work sample no. 4
Closed Encounters
Camilla Edström Ödemark

Closed Encounters: Stills from each of the video loops. Closed Encounters is a part of the project
Frontiers, focusing on how Western hegemony is maintained and created through popular culture.
The starting-point is science fiction and narratives of the utopian colonization of space, the dystopian invasion of Earth and the historic colonization of Africa.

Work sample no. 4
Closed Encounters
Camilla Edström Ödemark

LEITOURGIA, 2015

Video 05:52 min
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/138451801
Large pictture shows Leitourgia installed at Almost the same but not quite,
Heavenly Orders no. 2 at Spriten Kunsthall, Skien. The smaller picture is a still
from the work.
Leitourgia is a text-based work that displays one word at a time. The speed is
adjusted for the viewer to be able to follow the text only without losing focus, or
stop to question the message.
EXCERT FROM EXHIBITION CATALOGUE, SPRITEN KUNSTHALL
2015:
“The work that I am showing at Spriten Kunsthall demonstrates how self-victimization is a well-used tactic by racist groups to normalize racism. It highlights
how populistic and far-right movements claim themselves to be discriminated in
order to whitewash racism.”

Work sample no. 5
Leitourgia
Camilla Edström Ödemark

The pictures to the left shows a still from Leitourgia and
an installation view from Almost the Same but Not Quite
at Spriten Kunsthall (NO).
Excerpt from the text:
Change the premises from where you speak. Hide your
true intentions and become the one who is silenced.
No-one likes a bully. Mask yourself as oppressed or be
prosecuted. Always wear your mask. War is raging. You
are in the midst of it. Be in the frontline of the defense.
Don’t lose your mask. Let it become your second nature.
Merge. Talk of the war from the underdog’s point of
view. If challenged or questioned, invoke the freedom of
speech.
///
Never talk about the war with negative words. Fight with
your suit on. Find new ways of defining your enemy.
Make the enemy represent the barbarous and oppressive.
Talk about human rights only when it suits you. Suggest
that the enemy is pampered by the state. Take advantage
of people’s envy and suspicion. Stress the line between
us and them. Convince the citizens of your country that
they are under attack, and losing. Step in as a hero. Lead
your troops to the barricades. Go boldly into the future
and forget your past.
Work sample no. 5
Leitourgia
Camilla Edström Ödemark

1.
Point of departure: 1222 m above sea level, landscape
covered in snow, air: filled. Everything that is not cluttered with civilization seems unearthly, unnatural. (This
landscape only exists in fiction, the self is experienced
as loss.) There is no limit between fiction/reality, virtual/
actual. I have only one set of clothes with me. Clothes
are an extension of the character. I try to play it cool, but
I’m sweating.
Post on social media > link to article. Viral story, level
of truth unknown. Boy drinks gasoline for five years to
become a machine. Alpine hikers and skiers wander off
into dead, relentless nature. Transcend the bodily limitations. To rid, to shed the flesh. Carnival, etymology: latin.
Carne vale. Culture is not engaged with transcendence.
Transgress, overstep. How many endings have our civilization seen in recent years? Living at the brink of extinction as a flair. One last chance at carnal experience,
commodified: final sale, take three pay later.
All subjects must be separated from their bodies in order to be reprogrammed into purchasing power. A religious economy of electrical impulse control, gadgets
and goods as revelations. Bodies become obsolete.
Death can not be profitable. Representations of bodies
as divine concepts, without reality and/or origin. Glossy
paper, mineral crystals. Skin feels as paper, no sweat.
Chemical peeling containing lactic acid and micro plastics. Expensive body lotions to replace the natural oil.
Market strategies for immortality.
1222 m above sea level, landscape covered in snow.
Scenery not of this world. We need advertisement
boards, supermarkets, pavements, beggars to spit at to
anchor reality to itself. I’m dehydrated. My lips are cracking open, instant embarrassment. Norms, shame, ideals
apply to the subject. The subject will keep its body in
check. Deviants will be punished. The crisis displayed as
a 16th century still life.
All commodities must be separated from the body to gain
value. The body as a model of original sin. Death, mortality. Profitable concepts does not involve fluids, tissues,
soft openings, anatomy. Death, vanitas. The abstraction
of the corporal into clean sheets of information. Emotion
distilled into illustration, self distilled into sets of maneuvers. There are extra dry deodorants, concealers, dif

ferent covers and containers. Anal bleach. Cyber sex.
Effortless style displayed at germicidal screens that fit in
our hands. The unveiling of goods, digitalized and eternalized in Stygian streams of data. The fear of being
disconnected.

Vanitas, 2018 (WIP)

My crotch is a delta. I want to flood.

In March 2017 I was envited as Guest Artist at Hordalands Kunstsenter in Bergen. I initiated the project
Vanitas, which I have been working with since. The
project is to be published as a book, printed by Coda
Press (Bergen) in autumn 2018.

...
The days in the common room of the lodge: I spend
them writing. From time to time I’m looking at the people
I share this alpine shelter with. We recognize each other
by now, we don’t talk. Our eyes are firmly fixed on the
floor. Some days I see the sun carve razor-sharp shadows on the walls around us, other days big clouds drift
in over the snow covered fields outside. But we don’t
care. To distract me from insomnia I look at horror movies during the nights. I listen to the arctic winds whirling
outside the cabin. The screen of my computer colors
the walls around me electrical blue. I’m tired, but I can’t
sleep. I look at the movies thinking the monsters are
more human than us. Everything unnatural seems to be
particularly human. A purgatory shredding of flesh in order to punish, to imprison the body. Ubiquitous restraints
killing our eroticism. The ultimate disintegration of the
body as a script for a contemporary porno. Fucking without fluids, fucking as a bio-mechanism. Desire is altered
and projected at illusions and phantoms. Emerge layers,
export file as image. A disembodied digital flow of subjects, always too late for the apocalypse.
Always too late for the end, but always on the brink of
extinction. Our death as a myth and this myth as internalized hatred. I look out on the disconnected landscape.
The dusk comes with the color of a computer screen. I
look at the others from time to time. They are at their
best behavior and I can almost feel the distance between our bodies materialize.

Text
Approx 30 000 characters

Inspired by science fiction and decadent literature, the
dystopian text Vanitas tells a story about society’s need
for repressing the concept of death by the ongoing
consumption of goods. The immaterial values of the
commodities conceal the transience of the body. They
justify the constant production of brick-a-brack in a
time overshadowed by environmental issues and uncontrolled economical growth.The subject in the text
tries to break free by accepting her body’s immanent
promise of dying. She immerse herself in sexual fantasies where body fluids and unrestrained libido become
the key to transcendence.
The text spans several genres, from poetry to porn and
diary notes.
The excerpt covers the introductional poem to the
story.

I want to flood. I want to drench this scenery.
I want to irrigate all these decent people with my pussy
fluids.

Work sample no. 6
Vanitas
Camilla Edström Ödemark

THIS HAPPENED TO US, 2016
Video, 05:51 min
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/180848911
The pictures show details and a still from the video work This
Happened to Us.
In 2016 I partook in a workshop organized by Moderna Museet
in Stockholm and was asked to do a video to be included in a
larger project on climate change. At the same time I was going
through a painful break-up. To take my mind off of things, I
binge-watched fantasy series during the nights. It hit me that the
deep forrests of Game of Thornes could express a collective longing for the pre-industrial nature in a time of the Antropocene.
Similarly, the dry deserts of postapocalyptic shows and movies
could be functioning as a coping mechanism for the impending
chatastrophy. With this in mind I made This Happened to Us, a
breakup story between Nature and Man.
Bob Bicknell-Knight, curator and director for isthisit? online
gallery about This Happened to Us:
“In Odemark’s video work ‘This Happened to Us’, the viewer is
continually presented with multiple layers of a screen, peering
through pixelated forests and virtual domains to observe what’s
happening ‘beyond the wall’. The visual metaphor of a snake
eating itself, alongside consuming other snakes in its vicinity, is
continuously used throughout the six-minute odyssey as a way
of discussing the procrastination that occurs on the internet on a
daily basis. // To me, the works are incredibly sombre, revelatory
mediations on how lives are lived online and offline in the 21st
century.”

Work sample no. 7
This Happened to Us
Camilla Edström Ödemark

SOOTHER, 2018

Installation, various dimensions: The pieces are between 20 and 140 cm heigh.
Dead flowers, painted and covered in plastic. Faux flower. Blocks of floral foam.

Work sample no. 8
Soother
Camilla Edström Ödemark

I collected flowers from the Botanical Garden of Lund and let them die in my
studio. I proceeded to paint the withered plants, some decorated with parts of faux
flowers. In the end they were covered with a thin cover of clear plastic and stuck
to a block of floral foam.
The work is based on a psycho-analytic reading of consumerism as a way of surpressing the concept of death. Things are given a value beyond their corporal
realm. Disintegration and decay are covered up. Stores are filled with dead things
posing as eternally fresh and everlasting.

Work sample no. 8
Soother
Camilla Edström Ödemark

Upper: Installation view.
Lower 1: Detail. Notice the color of the withered flower shining through.
Lower 2: Installation view with the work-in-progress Cover (working
title) in the left of the picture.

